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EPHESIANS 5:18 –REVIEW 

ἀλλὰ πληροῦσθε ἐν πνεύματι 

Rather, you be filled in spirit 

We have studied this phrase for the last two weeks. We concluded that this is not the Holy Spirit, that the 
“ἐν πνεύματι” is not with spirit or by spirit, rather this is where the filling is located. You all be filled in 
(your spirit). 

EPHESIANS 5:18 – COMPARISON 

Phil Sasser: pray to be filled with God's Spirit so that you will experience miraculous signs from God, 
you will know God properly, and you will experience God. 

1. This is not what this verse is saying 
2. This is a command, not something we’re to request  
3. Knowing God properly is not experiential but is accomplished through study, understanding, and 

belief in His revelation through His Word. 

Thomas Aquinas: “Someone may be said to receive the Holy Spirit, and nonetheless not be full of the 
Holy Spirit. He has the grace of the Holy Spirit in reference to certain aspects of his life, but not in 
reference to every one of his actions. Then he is said to be full of the Holy Spirit when he avails himself 
of the Spirit in all he does.” Being filled with the Spirit, according to Aquinas, entails bringing the gift 
of the Spirit to bear on all aspects of one’s life. 

1. To Aquinas, this means as you do what the Holy Spirit wants then you are Spirit-filled. This is the 
opposite of all the Holy Spirit-filled individuals in the Hebrew Scriptures and in Acts. 

2. The activities in Ephesians are what is done to be filled in spirit, it is not “when he avails himself of 
the Spirit in all he does.” This is an example of a person reasoning through a statement instead of 
letting the text speak for itself. 

L.S. Chafer: The Spirit’s filling is more, then, than His abiding Presence; it is His activities realized. To 
be filled with the Spirit is to have the Spirit fulfilling in us all that He came into our hearts to do. It is 
(a) conformity to His mind and will is accorded to Him by the one in whom He already abides. The 
believer is filled with the Spirit only at such a time in which he does not grieve the Spirit by unconfessed 
sin (Eph. 4:32), nor resist the Spirit by unwillingness to do His will (1 Thess. 5:19), and when the heart 
of such an one exercises that constant dependence upon the Spirit which is elsewhere termed, walking 
by means of the Spirit (Gal 5:16).  

This is where we have to understand the idea that was prominent in the early days of Dallas Theological 
Seminary. They were battling the charismatic movement, mysticism, and second blessing theology.  

This is why Chafer begins, “What this transformation (believer conformity to Jesus) may mean to a believer 
and the exact conditions upon which it may be realized, must be understood, not from the imperfect analysis 
of experience, but from the exact words of revelation.” 
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Afterward, Chafer relates us being “filled in spirit” with Paul being filled with the Holy Spirit and then 
states, “The evidence is conclusive; for the record goes on to say: "…and straightway he preached Christ in 
the synagogues, that he is the Son of God" (Acts 9:17-20). There is no evidence that the Apostle was 
conscious of the Spirit; he was altogether occupied with Christ. Nevertheless, he was "filled with the Spirit" 
and so, in the Spirit's own time and way, entered into the priceless result of an out-lived Christ. The Spirit is 
the cause while the experience of the glory and reality of Christ is the effect.”  

Then Chafer concludes, “…the Spirit-filled believer is the divine ideal, whether it be by example, or 
precept. To be filled with the Spirit is to have the Spirit fulfilling in us all that God intended Him to do when 
He placed Him there. To be filled is not the problem of getting more of the Spirit: it is rather the problem of 
the Spirit getting more of us.” He then states there are Seven Manifestations of the Spirit. 

1. The Spirit Produces Christian Character 
2. The Spirit Produces Christian Service 
3. The Spirit Teaches 
4. The Spirit Promotes Praise and Thanksgiving 
5. The Spirit Leads 
6. The Spirit Testifies with Our Spirit 
7. The Spirit Maketh Intercession for Us 

All of this will happen, according to Chafer, if you have no unconfessed sin, you do not resist the Spirit, 
and you walk by means of the Holy Spirit. 

This is not intended to disparage him – I have a lot to learn from Chafer and have learned a lot from 
Chafer. But in this, the text does not bear out what he says about it. 

1. The idea of “the Spirit fulfilling in us all that He came into our hearts to do” is borrowed from 
Aquinas or the like.  

2. The manifestations of the Spirit in a believer are a contrast to speaking in tongues, healing, etc.  
3. Ephesians 4:32 says nothing about confession of sins. 
4. 1 Thessalonians 5:19 – Do not quench the Spirit is done when they despise prophetic utterance. 
5. Chafer, for all that is good in his attempt to be more biblical, begins with a false premise – that 

Ephesians 5:18 and Galatians 5:16 refer to the Holy Spirit. 
6. I do not think Chafer would attribute the actions of the Holy Spirit to being “filled in spirit” if he 

didn’t address Ephesians and Galatians as being the Holy Spirit. 

EPHESIANS 5:18-21 – ANALYSIS 

If we remove previous theological answers and just observe what it says, we have a clear understanding. 
Don’t get drunk with wine, rather you be filled in spirit. How do you fill your spirit? 

With the next four participles – speaking, singing, making music, and being thankful. 

These participles are Adverbial, Present Active, and support the main verb. The main verb in this 
context is “you be filled.” The participles can either give contemporaneous action or means of an 
imperative.  
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The first means of being filled in spirit is speaking. 

λαλέω laleō –to emit a sound, talk, to use words to convey thought.  

This speaking is done to “ἑαυτοῦ heautou,” which is a reflexive pronoun. The agent and the person 
acted upon is the same person. This should be translated as “speaking to yourselves.” Does this 
eliminate corporate speaking, singing, making music, being thankful? No, but it is useless if the 
individual is not engaged in the exercise. 

Singing and making melody are the next participles. Singing “ᾄδω adō” is literal. The word for making 
melody is a verb from Psalms.  

What do you speak to yourselves, singing and making melody? Psalms, hymns, and songs that are 
characterized as being spiritual.  

Psalms is the content of the Book of Psalms. These have high doctrinal content and are not 
mindless tunes (Luke 20:42, 24:44; Acts 1:20) Hymns and spiritual songs again are intended to 
contain biblical content, God’s truth, that is easily recalled.  

ᾠδή ōdē – song, lyric poem to address to a particular subject, a chant (Rev 5:9, 15:3) 

καρδία kardia – the deep inner recesses of the mind. This is an internal mental exercise. It can be 
external in expression, but it must be internal for it to be effective in filling your spirit. 

The next participle is being thankful (giving thanks). 

εὐχαριστέω eucharisteō – returning grace for grace. We have covered being thankful in Ephesians 
1:16; Philippians 1:3; and Colossians 1:12. To be thankful, one needs to remember and appreciate 
the grace they have received from Jesus and the Father.  

To demonstrate that Paul means thinking about, pondering, reflecting on doctrine, the truth of God in 
His Word, the parallel passage is Colossians 3:15-17. 

The final participle changes from active to passive, and the direct object changes from yourselves to one 
another. There is no verb for this to support if it does not support “you be filled.” But verse 22 borrows this 
participle as the verb (no verb in verse 22). I do not believe that being subject is means for being filled in 
spirit, but I believe that it is connected as a contemporaneous action. We will deal with this verse and get 
into verses 22-33 in the next lesson. 

CONCLUSION 

This is a slightly difficult passage (Ephesians 5:18-21). I don’t think it needs to be, but we have many who 
believe with absolute conviction that this is the Holy Spirit and that a filling with or by means of the Holy 
Spirit is being taught here. 

The problem comes in when the filling becomes means to activity in this economy or for decision-making. If 
following the Holy Spirit is following the Word of God (which he wrote), or if walking by the Holy Spirit 
means walking by the Word of God (which He wrote), then I have no problem with that. The problem is that 
the Bible does not teach that being filled in spirit means that what we want, the decisions we make, or our 
thoughts are now the thoughts of the Holy Spirit. We must be consistent with the Word of God. 


